NAVIGATION FINANCIAL GROUP
RETIREMENT PLAN SOLUTION

Retirement plan regulations are rapidly changing, making managing a
retirement plan a complex challenge for plan sponsors, who have a duty to
evaluate, select, and monitor investment offerings. Understandably, many
plan sponsors want advice from an investment professional and seek to
outsource their fiduciary responsibility.
Through Navigation Financial Group’s retirement plan
offering, CLS Investments (CLS), a professional money
manager, provides you fiduciary support by serving as
a 3(21) fiduciary to your plan and a 3(38) investment
manager for CLS’s ETF managed account offerings,
as well as for the plan’s fund lineup utilizing mutual
funds or ETFs.

This solution also provides a unique approach in that
it gives you, the plan sponsor, the ability to utilize
multiple service providers for each component of the
plan, yet bundles everything together into one simple,
lower-cost package.

THE NAVIGATION FINANCIAL GROUP SOLUTION
Fiduciary Support through Navigation Financial Group’s Plan Structure
Within a bundled plan, all services come from one
provider – usually a broker-dealer or insurance
company – which typically does not assume a
fiduciary role. This often leaves you responsible for
choosing investment options for your plan, which
results in much higher personal risk to you, as plan
trustee, and your organization.
However, within Navigation Retirement Group’s
retirement plan structure, the recordkeeper,
investment manager, third-party administrator,
and custodian are all separate entities. Through this
arrangement, fees for services are fully disclosed and
there are no proprietary investment requirements –
often, the custodian has the ability to trade virtually
any mutual fund or ETF. This structure also allows you
to receive greater fiduciary support.

Navigation Financial Group’s Retirement Plan Solution
 No proprietary investment requirements
 CLS can choose investment options from a
universe of 1500+ ETFs and tens of thousands
of mutual funds
 Lower cost and complete fee transparency
 You know exactly what you are paying for
each component of the plan
 Ability to develop an investment strategy that best
meets your needs and those of your participants
 Full fiduciary support from a 3(38) investment
manager (CLS)
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Bundled Provider
 Potential hidden conflicts of interest and
excessive fees
 Service levels that are difficult to evaluate
 Complicated fee structure that can be challenging
to understand and increases fiduciary risk
 Requires more of your time, analysis,
diligence, and accountability in order to be
compliant with ERISA

What you get from the Navigation Financial Group’s retirement solution package:
 Transfer of fiduciary responsibility for investment decisions to CLS as the 3(38) investment manager
 Investment options utilizing ETFs, which are typically lower cost than mutual funds
 Eight ETF managed models
 10 ETF target date models
 Development of fund lineup (ETFs or mutual funds)
 Ongoing fund monitoring and replacement when appropriate
 Detailed reporting on plan participation and performance through Touchstone Retirement Group

Partnership with an Experienced Investment Manager
Through Navigation Financial Group’s retirement plan solution, CLS assumes fiduciary responsibility and provides
all investment choices. CLS becomes your plan’s ERISA 3(38) investment manager, which means CLS takes on
management of your plan’s investment offerings according to an established investment policy. Additionally, CLS
takes on an ERISA 3(21) fiduciary role for the ETF managed accounts they offer.
As a 3(21) fiduciary, CLS:
 Exercises discretionary authority or control over the
management of your plan or disposition of its assets.
 Renders investment advice for a fee.
 Has discretionary authority or responsibility in the
administration of your plan.

As a 3(38) fiduciary, CLS:
 Is responsible for managing your plan’s assets.
 Takes over your responsibility of selecting,
monitoring, and replacing investments. You are
only responsible for choosing and monitoring
CLS as your plan’s 3(38) investment manager.

Time, Experience & Discipline
There are many reasons why you may not feel comfortable taking on fiduciary responsibility for selecting and
monitoring the investment options for your organization’s retirement plan and thus may benefit from CLS as your
3(38) partner:
Lack of Time. Tremendous demands on your time may leave little opportunity for retirement plan management and
monitoring. That is why a money manager like CLS is beneficial – CLS monitors the market and portfolios every
day.
Inadequate Experience. Many plan sponsors are understandably unfamiliar with financial markets and how to
choose investment options for their plan participants. As your 3(38) investment manager, CLS will:
 Select the investment options for your plan and construct ETF managed account models that may be offered
to participants.
 (If offered through your plan) construct qualified default investment alternatives (QDIA) in accordance with U.S.
Department of Labor guidelines that may be used as default investment selections for participants who do not
make an affirmative investment election.
 Monitor your plan’s investment options and models and make appropriate changes.
 Provide regular reporting on the selection of the investment options offered to plan participants and CLS’s
management of the models.
Discipline. Investors often react emotionally to the markets. When investors see that an investment has performed
well for the past several years, the tendency is to buy it – often after it has already increased in price. This tendency
to buy high and sell low can have negative effects on your plan participants’ long-term investment performance. CLS’s
management style is disciplined and attempts to remove the emotional element that often accompanies investing.

The Cycle of Investor Emotions
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Risk Management
CLS uses a disciplined investment strategy that seeks
to help plan participants manage risk while optimizing
returns. CLS investment strategists and portfolio
managers – many of whom hold the Chartered
Financial Analyst designation – are knowledgeable
financial professionals who spend countless hours
conducting research and due diligence.
CLS believes Risk Budgeting is a critical element in
crafting investor portfolios. Participants who choose
to enroll in ETF managed accounts can complete a
risk profile to help them determine their individual
Risk Budget. That Risk Budget – which is based on
individual financial goals, investing time horizon,
and capacity for risk – or the participant’s expected
retirement date will help the participant select an
appropriate ETF managed account option.
CLS’s Risk Budgeting Methodology allows their
portfolio managers to keep the level of risk within
each portfolio constant, even as conditions within
the investment environment change.

Much like a scale keeps weight balanced,
Risk Budgeting ensures that the amount of
risk in each ETF managed model is within its
specified range.
 On the left side of the CLS Risk Budgeting
Scale, the model’s Risk Budget is
represented along a continuum from
aggressive to conservative.
 On the right side, asset classes are
represented along the same continuum,
which accounts for the fact that some stocks
assume lower risk than some bonds.
When markets change and different asset classes
become attractive, moves are made within the
models in an attempt to take advantage of those
areas that are relatively attractive. If a move makes
the model too aggressive or too conservative, a
reciprocal adjustment is made to keep the model
in balance with the specified Risk Budget range.

ETF Managed Accounts
For participants who do not have the time, investment expertise, or desire to manage their own retirement accounts,
this retirement plan offering includes eight actively-managed ETF models and 10 actively-managed ETF target date
models.
CLS started using ETFs in the late 1990s and began to emphasize them in individual portfolios in 2002. CLS is now
one of the largest active money managers of ETFs* and favors this versatile investment option due to the multitude
of potential benefits they offer:

Transparency. Most ETFs post their exact holdings

Stable Market & Risk Exposure. Since ETFs track

on a daily basis, which means they usually closely
track their benchmarks.

an index, they can provide much more stable
market exposure than a mutual fund.

Lower Cost. Because ETFs do not have
minimums, front-end loads, or redemption fees,
they can offer significant cost savings.
Average Expense Ratios: Mutual Funds vs. ETFs
Diversification. ETFs are designed to track market
indexes that may contain hundreds or thousands
of securities.

Managed account options are important within a
retirement plan, as research has shown that most
investors do not invest optimally on their own. In fact,
a study conducted in 2017 by Dalbar, Inc. showed that,
between 1986 and 2016, individual equity mutual fund
investors achieved 3.98% annualized returns, while
the S&P 500 returned 10.16%.
Also, according to a National Association of Government
Defined Contribution Administrators, Inc. (NAGDCA)
industry viewpoint, “managed accounts provide the
best long-term opportunity for the participant.”³
Plan sponsors who choose to offer professionally
managed accounts gain valuable fiduciary support,
often see increased plan participation, and may help
their participants achieve higher returns.
*Morningstar, as of 3/31/16
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Benefits of ETF Managed Accounts
Assurance of Suitable Investments through Automatic Enrollment Options
Even if a new employee does not enroll in your retirement plan, a percentage of his or her wages that you specify is
automatically regularly invested into an appropriate model. The participant can still create a risk profile or opt into an
alternative model, but you are assured that all participants are placed into suitable investments at initial enrollment.
Additionally, employees enrolled in plans with automatic features tend to stay in the plan longer. In fact, the NAGDCA
noted that, in one major state plan, fewer than 8% of participants opted out of managed account services when auto
enrollment was available at the time of employment.
Increased Participation Rates
By offering managed accounts in your retirement plan, your
employees may be more likely to participate. As shown at
right, if offered through their retirement plan, employees are
more likely to utilize managed retirement accounts than to
pursue other types of funds or advice the plan offers.
Additionally, automatic enrollment can help boost
plan participation rates. According to the NAGDCA, a
recommended practice is to “automatically enroll all new
employees in a defined contribution plan, and place them
in managed accounts.”
Potential for Improved Returns
The use of managed accounts can greatly affect participant
returns. For example, an AON Hewitt study found that
plan participants who used some form of help, including
managed accounts, achieved returns nearly 3% higher
than those who did not use help. What may seem like a
small difference in return can have a large impact over time.

Usage of Various Types of
Investment “Help”2
Target Date Managed Online
Funds
Accounts Advice
Company A
5.9%
9.6%
13.1%
Company B

1.4%

16.4%

3.1%

Company C

17.9%

10.1%

7.5%

Company D

2.2%

14.8%

4.3%

Company E

27.9%

13.5%

2.9%

Company F

12.7%

13.2%

5.1%

Company G

0.5%

10.7%

5.5%

Company H

3.0%

50.2%

2.4%

Median Returns2

To what can we attribute these higher returns? According
to a Vanguard study4 of 40,000 participants, managed
accounts had a notable affect on returns due to increased
equity exposure and savings rates, as well as a reduction in
portfolio risk levels and costs. Of the participants surveyed:
 60% increased their projected 10-year retirement
wealth by an average of 30%
 30% earned value through a reduction in portfolio risk
 40% made an active savings decision at enrollment
 33% chose to increase their savings rate by an average of 3%
 60% saw a reduction in average fund fees
 Expense ratios were reduced by an average of 0.06%

The Value of Investment Help2
Original
Investment
at Age 45

Wealth at
Age 65:
No Investment
Help

Wealth at
Age 65:
Investment
Help

$10,000*

$42,100

$71,400

*Assumes a difference in returns between investors receiving
investment help and those who are not of 2.92%. This example is an
illustration of how investment help could assist an individual investor.
It is not meant to show the expected behavior of a portfolio. The
illustration is based on sample data and does not reflect actual trading.

PARTICIPANT INVESTMENT OPTIONS
Core Lineup
To accommodate investors in your plan who feel comfortable choosing and managing their own retirement
account investments, CLS offers a diverse selection of ETFs or mutual funds as part of your plan’s core fund lineup.
Investment options cover all investment styles represented in the Morningstar Style Box below.
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Additional asset class categories represented
in the fund lineup:
 International LargeCap Blend
 Diversified Emerging
Markets
 Balanced (Moderate
Allocation)
 Total Bond Market

 Intermediate-term
Bond
 Multi-sector Bond
 Short-term Bond
 Intermediate
Government Bond
 Money Market

ETF Managed Accounts: ETF Strategy Models
For participants who do not wish to manage their own retirement accounts, CLS’s offering includes eight activelymanaged ETF models.

Sample Model Allocations
Aggressive

Risk Budget 100
(range: 100 - 95)

Risk Budget 90
(range: 94 - 85)

Risk Budget 80
(range: 84 - 75)

Risk Budget 70
(range: 74 - 65)

Risk Budget 60
(range: 64 - 55)

Risk Budget 50
(range: 54 - 45)

Risk Budget 40
(range: 44 - 35)

Risk Budget 30
(range: 34 - 30)

Conservative

















Small/Mid-Cap Core
Small/Mid-Cap Growth
Large-Cap Core
Large-Cap Growth
Large-Cap Value
Developed International
Emerging Markets
Commodities
Preferred Security
High-Yield Bonds
Inverse Equity
Short-Term Bonds
International Bonds
Intermediate/Long-Term Bonds
Cash

ETF Managed Accounts: Target Date Models
For plan participants who seek an actively managed portfolio based on a targeted date of retirement, CLS offers 10
actively-managed target date models.
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PROCESS & SUPPORT
With Navigation Financial Group’s retirement plan structure, multiple independent financial professionals
seamlessly work together to provide one cohesive package. Below is an outline of the responsibilities of Navigation
Financial Group, Touchstone Retirement Group, and CLS during the plan setup process and what you can expect
from each in terms of ongoing plan maintenance.

Evaluate
 Navigation Financial Group, Touchstone, CLS, and you evaluate the design, specifications, and requirements
of the retirement plan.
 Touchstone, the recordkeeper, delivers all required plan documents to you for approval, along with all
documents to set up plan.

Implement & Educate
 CLS develops fund lineup/mapping (if needed) and delivers to Touchstone.
 Navigation Financial Group may conduct enrollment meetings to educate employees about the plan and
management options.

Monitor, Analyze & Enhance
 CLS conducts daily market and fund analysis and monitoring.
 CLS reviews allocations within the ETF managed portfolios and target date funds and makes changes as
necessary in response to market movement.

Review & Report
 CLS provides performance reporting for the ETF managed portfolios 2-4 weeks following each quarter end.
 Navigation Financial Group meets with the plan annually to review plan performance, documentation,
compliance, participation, and administration.

Support
CLS is social!
In addition to professional money management, here is what you can
expect from this solution:
 Enrollment Support: Navigation Financial Group’s experienced team
may be available to attend enrollment meetings, explain the benefits of
using CLS ETF managed accounts, and help increase participation rates.
 Marketing Materials: CLS has a variety of marketing materials available
for you to utilize with your plan participants.
 Accessibility to Portfolio Managers: CLS’s team is available to answer
questions, as well as participate in market reviews, webinars, and other
events.
 Frequent Communication: CLS provides a variety of tools aimed to
educate and inform both you and your participants:
 CLS’s Weekly 3 (CLSinvest.com/weekly3)
 Quarterly Market Outlook (CLSinvest.com/quarterly)
 Quarterly “Directions” Newsletter (CLSinvest.com/newsletter)

blog.clsinvest.com
@CLSinvestments
Facebook.com/
clsinvest
Youtube.com/
clsinvest
linkedin.com/
company/clsinvestments-llc

ABOUT CLS
CLS was founded with one specific mission, which has endured as their guiding principle: to be a trusted partner with
financial advisors and deliver innovative investment solutions and reliable portfolio management to individual investors.
Since 1989, CLS’s active asset allocation approach, broad array of customizable strategy offerings, and risk management
proficiency have led financial professionals to entrust their clients’ portfolios to CLS. Today, more than 35,000 investors
depend on CLS to manage their investment portfolios and help them reach their financial objectives.

ABOUT NAVIGATION FINANCIAL GROUP
Founded more than 30 years ago, Navigation Financial Group has seen many changes in its clients’ lives and the
financial services industry over the years. This evolution of our industry has allowed Navigation Financial Group to
better position their clients to achieve their financial goals. Navigation Financial Group’s mission is to worry about their
clients’ planning so they don’t have to; to counsel in ways that best benefit them; to listen to and strive to not only meet
but exceed their clients’ expectations; and to be grateful for and give to the community.

ABOUT TOUCHSTONE RETIREMENT GROUP
Touchstone Retirement Group is a progressive thinking provider of retirement plan record keepingservices to employer
sponsored retirement plans of all kinds. Headquartered in Buffalo, NY, and with sales offices in Atlanta, GA and Dallas,
TX, Touchstone provides services to hundreds of retirement plans in over thirty states. Their success in this highly
competitive environment comes not from being the largest nor necessarily the least expensive service provider, but
rather because they offer the perfect balance between high-touch customer service, competitive pricing, and a high
degree of customization to their retirement plan advisors, third party administrators, and the sponsors that they serve.

¹Quantitative Analysis of Investor Behavior 2017, Dalbar Inc.
²AON Hewitt: Help in Defined Contribution Plans: 2006 Through 2010
³“Automatic Enrollment and Qualified Default Investment Alternatives: Are They Right for Your Plan? Our Analysis Indicates They May be Best for
Both Plan Sponsors and Participants and Eligible Employees” by Great-West Retirement Services, Summer 2007 edition of The Contributor, from
the National Association of Government Defined Contribution Administrators, Inc.
⁴Vanguard: The Value of Managed Account Advice, August 2015
CLS Investments, LLC is not affiliated with Navigation Financial Group or Touchstone Retirement Group.
The views expressed herein are exclusively those of CLS Investments, LLC, and are not meant as investment advice and are subject to change.
No part of this report may be reproduced in any manner without the express written permission of CLS Investments, LLC. Information contained
herein is derived from sources we believe to be reliable, however, we do not represent that this information is complete or accurate and it should
not be relied upon as such. All opinions expressed herein are subject to change without notice. This information is prepared for general information
only. It does not have regard to the specific investment objectives, financial situation and the particular needs of any specific person who may
receive this report. You should seek financial advice regarding the appropriateness of investing in any security or investment strategy discussed or
recommended in this report and should understand that statements regarding future prospects may not be realized. You should note that security
values may fluctuate and that each security’s price or value may rise or fall. Accordingly, investors may receive back less than originally invested.
Past performance is not a guide to future performance. Investing in any security involves certain non-diversifiable risks including, but not limited
to, market risk, interest-rate risk, inflation risk, and event risk. These risks are in addition to any specific, or diversifiable, risks associated with
particular investment styles or strategies.
The S&P 500® Index is an unmanaged composite of 500 large capitalization companies. This index is widely used by professional investors as a
performance benchmark for large-cap stocks. An index is an unmanaged group of stocks considered to be representative of different segments of
the stock market in general. You cannot invest directly in an index.
A client’s risk budget is derived from the client’s specific answers to CLS’s Confidential Client Profile questionnaire, which establishes the client’s
financial goals, ability to handle risk, and overall investment time horizon. The individual client risk budget is expressed as a percentage of the risk
of a well-diversified equity portfolio.
An ETF is a type of investment company whose investment objective is to achieve the same return as a particular index, sector, or basket. To achieve
this, an ETF will primarily invest in all of the securities, or a representative sample of the securities, that are included in the selected index, sector, or
basket. ETFs are subject to the same risks as an individual stock, as well as additional risks based on the sector the ETF invests in.
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